Elk Lake Road Project
February 11, 2016
The following breaks down the entire road project into a series of individual projects. This will
enable us to establish a timeline and manage costs by assigning a projected time to complete,
and estimated costs of the individual projects. The projects are broken down as you enter the
gate and work around the lake from the west side at W. Lakeshore Dr. lot #375 to lot #2
Lakeshore Dr. Each project will be numbered sequentially but will not necessarily indicate the
order to be completed.The two areas in red are targeted as areas we want to start with weather
permitting. We will also be working to remove some foliage and replace culverts when the
weather does not cooperate. The best source for road closures will be the sign at the gatehouse
when you enter the lake. Look for updates on the lake website.
1. Main road entrance from the gate to Dogwood lot #126
2. Dogwood lot #126 to lodge and parking lot,193.
3. Beach Rd. beginning at the left side of the lodge, Lot #192, along the beach to the marina.
4. W.Lakeshore lot #373 to reservoir lot # 528 excluding Williams hill.
5. Williams Hill, Lot #405-to Lot #460 (through lots #490-#492)
6. Deer Lake Hill, Lot #759
7. Deer Lake Hill to Willow Cove Lot #759 to lot #888
8. Willow cove to Evans Heaven, Lot #888 to lot #973
9. Evan’s heaven to lakeshore circle, Lot #1437 to lot #1414
10. Lakeshore circle lot #1414 to Rock pile lot #1310
11. Rock pile lot # 1310 to southeast bay lot # 1159
12. Southeast bay lot # 1159 to Echo Hill lot #1140
13. Echo Hill, Lot # 1140
14. Echo hill to water tower lot #1115
15. Water tower lot #1115 to Rose Ln. lot #705
16. Rose Ln,. lot #705 to Dam, lot #600

